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Abstract. We characterize aJ1 pairs of integers (E, I9 such that 
plytops with exactly E edges and S 2-dimensior~ztl faces. 
there exist convex Q-dimensional 
1. Introduction 
Let P be a 4-dimensionaf convex polytope (hereafter to be called 
simply a 4qoiygqe) with I;/ I e&es, k’ edges, S subfacets and F facets. 
We say that the vector (I/, E’, 5’. F j is the fiv~t~r of P The characteria- 
tion of thef-vectors of the 4-polytopes eems to be very difficult. A 
more tractable problem is that of dzharacterizing the pain (fi, fi) such 
that some rlpolytope has fi i-faces and fi j-faces. AH possible pairs have 
been characterized except for the pairs (E. S) (see f 2, Ch. IO, 41). In 
this paper we give a complete characterization of the pairs (El S). 
Our main method of construction is called facet splitting which we 
Let 9 be a facet of a -dimensional polytope P. Let X be a polygon 
that inter:;ects the relative interior of 9, dividing 9 into two convex 3 
-19221 and (X-27963. 
tet IY be a hyperplaJ1e containing X and such that on one side of/b 
the ollly veo’tices of P are vertices af 9. Let /I’ be the closed halfspace 
detgrmi:led by H containing the vertigo of P that a~ not vertices of V 
and let P‘ = P n .H+ . If the vertices c f 7 that are separated from P’ by 
f{ are 4valent, the the boundary comph:~ of p’ will be isomorphic to 
the c:&! complex obtained from the bet: ndary of P by separating 9 into 
two 3polytopes by A’. In this case we; P:IY that Y” is obtained from P by 
facet sr,fitCng. If we can separate a fat-: t of a 4polytope by a polygon 
X, we, :&e that there is a corresponding kcet splitting if all of the ver- 
tices o f T on one side of X are 4~1~ I 
Another method of construL*tion is q .ikinr, the convex hull of a poly 
top*2 P and a point P twhose position WC~ respect o the facets of P is 
osen. A point P is said to ?x beyolrd a facet 9 of P provided 
all \:ertices <of P are in one cblosed halfsjaace determined by the affine 
ull of 3, and p is in the other ortiq h&!&pace. The point p is said to 
e beneMh _$ if p is i he same ups “3 halfspace as the vcrtkes that are 
in P but no: V. Fro re on we sW b l. c onsidcr only points %p which do 
not lie on the nfke hull of any fact; . 
The union of the set of facets th; p is beyond is a topological 3-cell 
C Th.e baundarv of C separates tk boundary of P into two 3-cells C 
and d”’ . It is ea& to setl that takin,- Ae convex hull of {p) u P produces 
a pal-#ape whose faces al ‘(r of the fkl’owing three typesa: 
rli) faces that: Pie in the closure of” C’; 
<ii) faces of the form con { p) u F, where F is a face of P that lie3 in 
the boundary of C; 
(iii) ahe vertex p. 
iIlfpl is beyond exactly one facet 9 of p, we say blat con ip } u P is t 
polpltope obtained from P by capping 9. 
A specia.l n&z in our work is played by the cyclic polytopes and their 
dusk. Let q, ._., v,, RI 5, be a colkction of points on the curve in E4 
given parametrically b --co < t < 0~). Thz convex hull of 
*kQ * -.-9 un } is called bhe tape with n vertictts, and will. be 
denoted by Ck. Cyclic 4polvtokjes have the property that each pair of . 
verkes are jclined by an edge. ,‘leir duals, denoted 
that each pair of facets m&s on .a subfacet. 
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Fig. 1. 
hull of the set of all of the pairs (E, S) (see [ 2, Ch. lo] )O Olne will easily 
be able to see that our characterization implies that this is true. 
We will need to split facets of the du*jls of the cyclic poly topes. As 
a result we need to know the ca>mbinatorial type of these facets. All 
facets of C+ are isomorphic and of the types shown in 
given a facet 9 of C,;, II > 7, we method to ob- 
tain splittings of length k, 3 < k G 
meal1 the number of edges on the 
split. 
J.,et H be a plane (24nensional) in t e affine hulf sf a facet T, of a 
polytope Cn* ,I L stzparating one vertex u of Fir from all of the others (see 
’ Fig. 2). We ~l%toc.m H such that it Is not g13ralJel toa#ny line determined 
by pajfis of vertices of 9. We choose u such that it is a vertex of two 
quadtateral faces of F. Let p be the poI0 t where H intersects the edge 
that meets u and Yies on two quadrilar;eral faces of 9. Let f be a line in H 
through p parafllel to the base of Y. U’G rstate H about E until W is paral- 
lef with the base 8Df 5, rotating in the &x:ction such that H does not 
pass u. As N is Mated, the intersecticrn ii; 11 9 br?gins as a triangle, be- 
cromes aquadrilaterrd when it passes cm: VCI tex, tt pentagon when it 
pases ;f second vertex, and so on. For CX: At 3 af: k < m-2, we can there- 
fore choose a k-gon separating 9 and mi~+ing all vertices ctf 9. Since Ci 
ir; simple, we can get a cumesponding spli:&g which we shall denote ~5 &. 
By taking H when it intersects vertices, VV~ can get k-gons, 3 G k < n-3, 
with me vertex corresponding to a *AXLYC 9. Spiitdings corresponding 
to these polygomwe denote by d :k. 
a We shaYi make use of the follsW;Fg l;nequalities for V, E, S and F: 
(1) 2V< E G Jr@ b’), 
(2) 2FG SG j(F2--F), 
These inequalities are true for all 4pofytopes. inequalities (1) and (2) 
are very easy to prove (see [ 2, Ch. 1 Of ) while inequ (3) has been 
recently proved by. the author zmd may be fuurzd in We shall also 
need the folfowimg inequality which holds for afl si aJ 4-polytopes 
(i.e., the 4polytopes in which all facets are tetrahedra) and for triangu- 
Miens of the 3-sphere: 
25 3V-10. 
orern that gives this inequalky is called the Lower Bound Theo- 
RI-II [ 51. Since we shall refer to tf is theosern often we shall refer to it 
n additional provisicn of the equality holds 
es ihat are isomokpkk to polytopes obtained by start- 
lex and a~~ly~~g a finite number of cappin 
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poly topes are called s:~/&xi pa/y tapes. 
We shall also use Euler’s equation 
(5) V--E + S--F = 0, 
which holds for all 4polytopes. 
A 4qolytspe is said to be rre&#x~~‘~ provided each pair of vertices 
is joined by an edge. The dual of a neighborly polytope will have the 
property that each pair of facets meek on a subfacet, For the duals of 
neighborly polytopes, we have the following: 
(6) S = 1 (F’ -0, 
(7)E=F*-3F. 
4. Characterizing the pslyheclrd pairs 
From here on-if a 4polytope has E edges and S subfacets, we shall 
call (E. S) a polyhedral pair, By duality, (I% S) is a polyhedral pair if and 
only if (S. E) is 3 polyhedral pair, thus we shaJ1 consider only pairs with 
S. We shall plot these points in the (E, S) plane (see Fig. 3). By the 
e remarks, we see that we may restrict our attention to the portion 
of the (E’* S) plane on or below the line E = S. 
Usually in probkms of characterizing pairs of the type (f;:, fi), one 
finds a general inequalitvq involvingfi and4 and then shows that, with a 
few exceptions, the inequality characterizes the set of pairs. The pairs 
(IL S) do not seem to lend themselves to so simpk an approach. 
Rather than one curve for a lower bound on S in terms of E, we shall 
use an infinite collection of lines, which we now define. 
defined to be the line of slope 1 through the point ii2 -3i-t l,! (i2 -i+2)) . . 
We mav now state our main theorem. w 
Table. 1 
Spwial splitttings 
Is..---- -- -_- - I_lb _ -LI----. 
LI_U..II_____II 
3 3 Sptitting 3 fficet wit11 a
triangle that contains one 
edge of the facet, with tha 
thixd vertex of the teiangle 
on a11 edge of the facet. 
, Splitting with a t riangk 
that contains onr vertex 
of the facet, with the other 
two vcrtkes on edges of 
the fxet. 
2i 
s-1 
Splitting with a triangle, 
with ait of ins vertices 
an edges of the facet. 
f! 1 . Lkscription in text. 
i+ I ikxription in :clrt. 
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Table 12 
Special polytopes in Fig. 3 
P-W -- 
Description 
I__u__ -_.-__ 1-m 
SpIit base facet of a pyramid over a trianpular prism as shown. 
B Split base facet of s pyramid OYW a triangular prism 3s shown. 
c 
D 
Split a facet of the polytope represented by A as shown. 
Take a pyramid over a triangular prism and split a facet as shown. 
.~~-_---_-. .c____ -_ -_-.-_wII_ ______ --__--_ 
~~~t~~u~d 
------- 
Table 2 (continued) “.-...-^ -_-..--_ - w---_c_~ ___._- -- _-_w.-.._-- u-----L-- 
E Spiit a facet cjf ~olyt+e represented by B as shown. 
F The pdytopt: Pi* 1st~ f3] ) with beet ,,*Gt as shown. 
S The 4-simpkx. 
G Apply T to paiytope with pair (1 5) and take the dual of the resutting polytope 
for the paks *with E > 40. Finally, we shall show that these are! thz only 
4-pcQhedrzti pairs. 
Pwt 1. In t3rder to csnstmct our p lytopes we shall use f0u.r special 
constructions ( ets Tabfe I)_ The first three of these are splittings o,C 
length 3. S, is a qSittig through an $edge, S2 is through one vertex md 
T is &rough no vertices. We shall alscb use the split in Ji and d; de- 
ch the m-responding potytope!b 
ions. These psly topl:s will 
enoted by A,, B, C, D, E (1’3. S and Cf) i & 6. Their dmxiption is given 
shwvs the pofybxbl pairs far E < 40. An en 
, di or ~5; iiin the figui-e means that tha pair can be realizeri by 
e with fewer edges by that meth- 
w-~mds to a polyto 
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Note that S, can be performed on any polytope that has a triangular 
subfacet meeting a 4-valent vertex; S, can be performed on any poly- 
tope with a triangular subfacet meeting two 4-valent vertices, or with a 
tetrahedral facet meeting a 4valent vertex; and T can be performed on 
any 4-polytope with a 4-valent vertex. In view of this we see that alny 
polytope in Fig. 3 can have these constructions performed on them, and 
any polytope produced by any of these constructions can have any of 
the constructions applied to it. Iso, each dual of a nei 
and each polytope created 
as we fill out the table, 
we do not need to stop a 
i’or our ~o~str~~t~o 
part 2, We now give an inductive nle hod for finding the pairs for 
$--33i < E,’ l[i+ 1)2--33(i+ 1). 
lf=kst we shall Gi.ll in the paks on t.he ‘ke L; with slope b through the 
point p = (P -3i + 1, $ (P -i + 4)). Beginning with the point pt the f!rst 
two positions on the line can be fi!leId LB *.vith the orperatian T, the re- 
maining are fjfkc! in with $;‘s. 
Next, vm fiti out the positims on the Lne of slope 1 through the 
point (i2 --32-t 2,i (i’- i +4)). The 5rs; ~\VO m-cv filled out by T’s and 
the remaining positions by 3;‘s. 
Finally, we fill in everything above LI with T”s except for the top 
three pssitions in each column we cm k! out with S,‘s. 
Papt 3. We be@n Part 3 by showilag tM ;1onc of the pairs (E, S) un 
or below the line Li amd with i” - 3,i < P;: G (P + l)z -- 3(1+ 1) ace poly- 
hedral pairs. To do thk we will r,eed. ageneral inequality for E a& S. 
oof. From S 9; 1 (F2 -F-I) we geli: F‘ ? !( : +d( 1 + 4t + aS)). Substi- 
tuting V-E + S for F, 
V-EM> f(l +~‘(1+41+8s)). 
0th sides and solviplg for S yields 
uality cannot hold, YLC~~~VQ~, became it con icts 
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i2 -- 3i + 1, kite pain (E, S) for note-simpk poly- 
tapes lie above the lirte Li. 
Of. Let P be a non-simple 4potytope with f-vector (V, E, S. I=). Since 
IS not simple, 2 V+ I G E, or V GG 1 (E-- 1). 
Since P is not simple, it is not the dual of a neighborly +polytope, 
thus s (F2 -F- 2). 
Applying Lemma 1 with k = f and i =: 2, we get 
Next shall now show t 
thegraphofS=2+fE+ 
hiWe 
e point (i” -3i + I, $ (i2 -i + 2) is below 
+ E). Substituting i2 -3 + 1 for E we 
S 3 2 + &- (9 - 3i + 1) + &i2 - 3i + 26_ ), 
4&i 0.2 -i+2) 2 h(i2--Sit 5)-~(i2--i+~)+&+---3i++f-), 
S-4(i2--i+2) > j-i-t~+/(i~-.-ji+ 2&). 
Wowever, Y&i2 - 3 + 9) > i--t for all i > 3 (t s may be seen easily by 
squaring both sides). This implies that *s;-~ (i2 -i + 2) > 0 thus 
fi2 -3 + 1) 4 (i2 -i + 2)) lies below the graph of S = 2 + 3 E +d(y + E). 
Clearly, the graph of the func ion 2 + $E + T+/ (9 + E) will lie above 
-.3i + I, thus aIf f the pairs (..9, E) frjr non=Gmlple poiy- 
CY: eLi for these values crf E. 
1 with k = I = 
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Tabk 3 
The lexcqtional pi& 
---II_ ----__I_ -_-_I-- -_I---- 
BolyhdmI Reason for lJdy ht:&ai Reawn for 
w . f-vector non-existence p.2iS j%wacJr non-cx&?ncc 
-_~_----IIIc- .-_ - 
cte,lz, (6,12,12,6) E 
2 
1 
t:17,1;‘B ( 9,20,1?,6) E 
Y14.13) (3,14,13+61 E (10.20,17,7’) LBT 
!14,14) (6,f4,1’4,6) E (I&I8b t 3,18.18,?) 11 
(7.14J4.71 LBT 
/ 
t 8,18,18,8) 
j15.15) (6;,15,15.6) E I I 9,18,18,9) LBT 
C7,15,15,3) E i f ‘I ,191 ( 9,21,19,7) E 
(16,15) (7,16,15,6t E t 
(8,16,15,7) LBT 
(17.IS) t,8.17,15,6) E i 
(10,21,19.8) 
1?? 20) f10123,20,7) ; 
(1; ,23,20,8) 
IX7.16) (7’,17,16,6) E \ 24.20) (I 1.24,20,7) ; 
fR17,16,7~ E (1;.,24,20,8) LBT 
i18.161 iR,18,16,6) E i i32,25) t15,32,25,8) 12 
(5~,18,1~~,?~ 
E-i._. - LI 
(26,32,25,9) LBT 
_ --_ _- 
when the polytopc is the dual of a rieghborly pofytope, thus all pairs 
lie above the line’through (9 -3i, )cr” - i)) with slope t. Suppose P is 
a simple polytope with E = I ‘2-3i + ~1 at\d (E, S) OY~ or below Lt. We 
then have 4 (it -i+n) < SG $(i2--d \ u t I). All numbers in :his inequal- 
ity are integers, thus we conclude : = $(i2 -i+ Al + 1). For a simple 4- 
potytcQe, E = 2V thus E is even iwr~!?inp, that n is even. This, however, . 
imp& thatS=j(i”--i+n+I)isr .o an integer, which is a contradiction. 
Proof,. Since i2 -3i- 1 is always odd and simple ,Olpnlyttopes always have 
an even nu.mber of edges, we see tha.t no simple polytape has these va!- 
ues folr E and S. Since the dual of ti neighborly 4qoiytope cannot have 
i2 -3i- 1 edges, we may apply Lemma 1 with I = 2 and k = 1, thus 
ttirbg E = i2 -3i-- 1, we have 
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i2 -4) >. 0, that is, S # 4 di2 -i). 
th.at the fourteen exceptional pairs 
ted in coknn 1 of Table 3. In 
ible f-vectors for the given pair. We list only 
E< cv2--n 
Ea 2V. 
In column 3 are a he vector is not a 
:T-vector of a 4-p eans that no such polytope 
appears in the enumeratic~n of all 4polytopes with up to 7 facets. This 
enumeration was -done by Perles using Gale diagrams and may be found 
in [ 2, Ch. 6). The symbol LBT means that such a polytope, or its dual, 
would violate the Lower Bound Theorem. The symbol I, means that 
the vector violates S G 4 BP + &(F2 f I;), while I2 means that the poly- 
the du;ri inequality E +G 4F f 4 ( V2 + V). 
means that we give a special argument o show 
ce of a polyto that f-vector. We shall now deal 
with these three Blectors. 
Suppose P is a polytope with the f-vector (8, P 8, I8,8). Let pi be the 
number of faeete. GYP with i subfacets. Then 
i.e., ps + 2g6 + 3p, + 
are 
sssible solutions to t 
7 
Fig. 4. 
. ff p8 = I, let T be the facet with 8; subfacets. Since all other facets 
ofP tetrahedra, each subfacet an ‘9 is a triangle. We can form a 
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Fig. 5. 
and T2 be the facicts with 5 subfaccts and iet 9, be the facet with 6 
subfacets. The face8s T1 ‘and Y2 are pyramids over quadrilaterals. In 
order to deterrninc: the possible combinatorial type of c.T,, we examine 
the seven combinatorial types of 3-polytopes with 4 facets. (The Schle- 
gel diagrams of thluse potytopes are given in Fig. 4.) The facet 5, can- 
not have a pentagc:,nal f ce, for no other facet could share this face 
with Yj. Also 9, could have at most two quadrilateral faces. Thi . 
leaves only tyines $ and 5 in Fig. 4. 
If ‘Yj is of type 5, then 9,, T2 and Y3 meet on an edge e. We may 
form a simplicial polytope P by taking the convex huh of P with a point 
beyond Z$ ! ‘Y2 and 5$ and beneath the other facets. This polytope 
will have 9 vertices and 17 facets. 
If the apexes ef ‘3, and Y2 coincide, then P* will have 24 edges, 
otherwise P will have 26 edges. 
According to the LBT, P’ is a stacked polytope and therefore has 26 
edges. This implies that the apexes of FF, and g2 do not coincide, thus 
the vertices of FI u FT2 u T3 constitute the entire set of vertices off”. 
Now we see ri.dal there are no 4-valent vertices in P’. (The valence of 
each vertex of P was increased by 1 when forming P.) This is a con- 
tradiction because a stacked polytope always has a 4-valent vertex. 
If “73 is of type 4, then , and ZJ2 meet on a quadrilateral subfacet 
F, . e may form a simplicial polyto by taking the convex huh ot’P 
and a point ond 9, and $J2 an neath the other facets, and then 
is polytope has 10 ces and ‘19 facets, contradicting 
1 and Y2 be tbe two facets 
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Finally. if ps = 4, the faucets with 5 subfacets must all be py:arnids 
over quadrilaterals and then must meet pairwise on these facets. We 
sh&I produce a triangulation raf the 3.rphcre by breaking each pair of 
facets into 4 tetrahedr;l as illustrated in Fig. 5. 
This produces a triartguIation tif tht: 5 -xphcre with 10 vertices and 
I 2 facets which violates the LBT. 
Returning now to the otherfivectcrfi, let P be a polytope with either 
‘:.\~eetor(10,21,t9,8)~s(11,23,20,8). , F x the dual of P, we see that 
~(i-‘$&?, = 2. 
Rather than going through another ted,e>tlc aqument we iefer the wader 
to 141 where this very case is disposed af. The argument is very similar 
ttcr the preceding argument for the f-vet tar (8, II 8,f 8,8). 
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